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Abstract
Germband extension during Drosophila development features the merging of cells along the dorsal–
ventral (DV) axis and their separation along the anterior–posterior (AP) axis. This intercalation
process involves planar cell polarity, anisotropic contractile forces along cell edges, and concerted cell
deformation and movement. Although prior experiments have probed each of these factors separately,
the connection among them remains unclear. This paper presents a chemo-mechanical model that
integrates the three factors into a coherent framework. The model predicts the polarization of Rhokinase, myosin and Bazooka downstream of an anisotropic Shroom distribution. In particular,
myosin accumulates on cell edges along the DV axis, causing them to contract into a vertex.
Subsequently, medial myosin in the cells anterior and posterior to the vertex helps to elongate it into a
new edge parallel to the body axis. Thus, the tissue extends along the AP axis and narrows in the
transverse direction through neighbor exchange. Model predictions of the polarity of the proteins and
cell and tissue deformation are in good agreement with experimental observations.

1. Introduction
Axis elongation is a conserved morphogenetic process
in which the head-to-tail or anterior–posterior (AP)
axis of an animal is established. In the fruit ﬂy
Drosophila melanogaster, axis elongation occurs
through the extension of an epithelial monolayer
known as the germband. Cell intercalation is a central
process in germband extension (GBE) [1, 2], although
cell deformation and division also contribute [3, 4].
Mechanically, the intercalation process can be divided
into two stages (ﬁgure 1): the shrinkage of the AP cell
border into a vertex and the formation and elongation
of a new dorsal–ventral (DV) border between the new
neighbors. This sequence of events is often called the
T1 process, borrowing from the terminology of foam
rheology [5]. The T1 process involves neighbor swap
among 4 cells. A similar process involving 5 to 11 cells,
through the formation and resolution of the so-called
© 2015 IOP Publishing Ltd

rosette, has also been reported [6–8]. Although
rosettes appear to be more prevalent and efﬁcient in
producing convergent-extension [6], they involve
coordinated multi-cell behavior over longer range that
is more complex than the T1 transition. For simplicity,
we will focus this study on the T1 process.
Cell intercalation depends on the intricate interplay between the polarization of several signaling proteins on the one hand, and mechanical forces and
deformation on the other [9–11]. Planar cell polarity
(PCP) is a necessary precursor for intercalation. Blankenship et al [6, 7] found that the onset of PCP is signaled by F-actin enrichment on AP borders (ﬁgure 2).
Then the kinase Rho-kinase (Rok) and the molecular
motor non-muscle myosin-II localize on the AP borders, while Bazooka/PAR-3 (Baz) and E-cadherin
localize along the DV borders. Polarized myosin contributes to the contraction of AP edges into vertices,
which subsequently elongate into DV edges that
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Figure 1. Schematic of cell intercalation through the T1 process. The anterior of the embryo is to the left and the posterior to the right;
the dorsal side is up and the ventral side down (see inset; same convention hereafter). The vertical edge AA′ in (a) contracts into a
vertex in (b), which then extends horizontally into a new edge AA′ in (c). In cell 3, the dash lines indicate the level of Shroom by their
thickness, with the highest along the vertical edges and the lowest along the DV edge AA′. Following the literature [6, 8], we deﬁne the
AP borders as the vertical borders separating two neighbors aligned in the AP direction, and the DV borders as horizontal.

Figure 2. Illustration of the developing planar polarity in the germband. First, F-actin (purple) accumulates on AP edges (A). Then
myosin (red) and Bazooka (green) localize onto the AP and DV edges, respectively, producing the polarized distribution in (B). Finally,
E-cadherin (light blue) becomes enriched at DV edges (C). The confocal micrograph in (D) shows the exclusive localization of myosin
and Bazooka corresponding to (B). Adapted from Zallen and Blakenship [7] with permission, © Elsevier Inc.

recruit E-cadherin and Baz. What is remarkable about
these observations is the apparent antagonism
between Rok and myosin on the one hand, and Baz
and E-cadherin on the other. These are targeted to
complementary cortical domains [6, 12, 13]. More
recently, Simões et al [14] reported prominent roles of
Rho-GTPase and Shroom in regulating the polarization of Rok and myosin prior to cell intercalation.
Rho-GTPase, a well-known regulator of PCP and
myosin contraction, localizes Rok to adherens junctions (AJs) along AP borders, but only induces partial
Rok polarity. Meanwhile, Shroom is polarized by Rho,
and acts ‘to amplify and maintain Rho-kinase and
myosin planar polarity and junctional localization’
[14]. These observations provide a plausible scenario
for the development of PCP prior to cell intercalation.
For the mechanics of AP border contraction, two
mechanisms have been proposed so far, one focusing
on the role of junctional myosin, the other on medial
myosin. The junctional accumulation of myosin II
along AP borders has been well documented [2, 8, 13].
Furthermore, myosin dynamics are regulated by tension in the AP edge through a positive feedback loop
[8, 12]. The tensile load suppresses the dissociation of
2

myosin from actin ﬁlaments, while accumulation of
myosin will generate greater tension in turn. This suggests an explanation for the rising tension leading to
contraction of the AP borders, and even the multi-cell
borders prior to rosette formation [6, 7, 9]. In an alternative proposal, Lecuit et al [15–17] argued that the
medial actomyosin network causes contraction of the
AP border, while the junctional myosin plays a secondary role in stabilizing the contraction. Moreover,
the medial actomyosin ﬂow, driven by alternating
polarity in E-cadherin [18], delivers the medial actomyosin network to the AP edges in pulses. At present,
it is not clear which proposal more closely captures the
true mechanism for AP edge contraction. Quite possibly both are at work.
The second stage of intercalation, resolution of the
vertex and formation of the new DV edge, is even less
well understood than the ﬁrst. Blankenship et al [6]
observed early F-actin and E-cadherin accumulation
on the nascent DV borders, followed by enrichment of
Bazooka several minutes later as the border elongates.
Two factors may be implicated in DV border elongation. First, the contact between the two new neighbors
(marked 1 and 3 in ﬁgure 1(c)) promotes E-cadherin
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clustering and formation of new AJs, as in other scenarios of cell–cell adhesion [19]. Second, the new DV
border may lengthen under active tension from its
neighbors anterior and posterior to the DV border
(e.g. cells marked 2 and 4 in ﬁgure 1(c)). Such tension
may arise from junctional myosin on the two ‘shoulders’ (e.g. the boundaries between cells 1 and 2; 2 and 3
in ﬁgure 1(c)), or medial myosin in the neighbors, or
even both. For lack of data, it is difﬁcult to be more
precise than such speculations at present.
To sum up the brief literature review, cell intercalation during Drosophila GBE is a complex process with
two key components: polarity of signaling proteins and
mechanical forces. Each has been examined separately
in experimental studies, which have yielded important
insights, e.g., on the complementary localization of
Rok and Baz on the apical surface [12], and on the forces on AP and DV borders [2, 6, 8, 14, 15]. However,
there is not yet an integral model that couples the biochemical and mechanical components together into a
coherent framework. As far as we are aware, Rauzi et al
[20] have presented the most comprehensive model for
intercalation up to date. Similar to other vertex-based
modeling [21, 22], this essentially amounts to the
relaxation of an elastic network toward a state of minimum energy under prescribed forcing. Speciﬁcally,
anisotropic line tension and cortical tension are
imposed on different cell edges according to their
orientation [20]. Thus, AP borders shrink and DV borders elongate. But how does this anisotropy in force
arise from the polarization of signal proteins? How do
the forces induce anisotropic contraction and elongation? Can one predict experimental data quantitatively
based on the best estimation of parameters? What are
the separate roles of junctional and medial myosin?
These are the questions that have motivated the current
study. Our goal is to assemble the existing experimental
observations and hypotheses into a biomechanical
model that is capable of predicting the polarization and
mechanical deformation of the T1 process.

2. Model description
Our minimalist model strives for a balance between
faithfulness and simplicity. We model four cells on a
two-dimensional (2D) plane, the minimum required
for realizing the T1 neighbor-exchange transition
(ﬁgure 1). The two-dimensionality is because the
germband is a monolayer of cells with their actomyosin network and AJs concentrated within a 1 μm apical
band [22]. It is tempting to imagine the four-cell
assembly as a ‘periodic unit’ representing the entire
germband. But such an interpretation is invalid. First,
GBE does not show spatial periodicity but a great deal
of spatial heterogeneity and temporal stochasticity
[6, 7]. Second, a high percentage of the cells form
rosettes during GBE [6], which are not considered in
the current model. Finally, imposing 2D periodicity in
3

Figure 3. A cell is represented by six edges (solid lines) and six
spokes (dashed lines). The various vectors depict the forces
and unit vectors in equation (7); eci is the unit vector pointing
from node i to the centroid, on which the medial myosin force
acts, whereas eni is the unit normal vector that bisects the
angle at node i, along which the pressure acts.

the model would preclude tissue-scale convergentextension, as global cell movement and tissue contraction would violate the periodicity.
In reality, the four-cell assembly would interact
with neighboring cells in a highly anisotropic and
time-dependent fashion. It is difﬁcult to include such
interactions in the current framework. An attempt of
using elastic springs to connect the peripheral nodes to
a ﬁxed outer boundary proved ineffective; details can
be found in the supplementary material. Thus, we
have adopted two measures to partially compensate
for omitting the surrounding cells. First, we halve the
forces on all the peripheral, ‘free edges’. Interior,
shared edges represent two membranes fused together, each with its underlying cortex. Peripheral edges
consist of one membrane only. Besides, these edges are
detached from the surrounding tissue and are thus less
hindered in their movement and deformation. Second, we use the elastic modulus of all the edges as an
adjustable parameter. As explained in the supplementary material, a larger modulus offers greater resistance to cell contraction and movement, which may
stand in for the hindrance due to the surrounding tissue that is absent from our model.
As in other vertex models [22, 23], each cell is initially a hexagon, with 6 vertices and 6 cell borders or
edges (ﬁgure 3). The borders of each cell possess passive
elasticity due to the actin cortex and the AJs that bind
the two membranes. In addition, junctional myosin
also generates an active contractile force along the
edges. The shared edge between neighboring cells is
treated as a single entity. Besides, within each cell six
spokes connect the vertices to a centroid. They represent actin cables on which we apply a myosin pulse to
represent the cyclic medial myosin [15, 18, 24]. Such
medial myosin pulls on cell–cell junctions and produce
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cell area oscillation [24, 25]. Thus, our model accounts
for both junctional and medial myosin, and in a way
integrates the two hypotheses for cell edge contraction
[8, 12, 15–17]. Note that we deﬁne the ‘centroid’ in a
different sense than the geometric center of a polygon.
It is initially at the center of the hexagon, but later
moves according to the sum of spoke forces fmi.
2.1. Kinetic model
Based on observations of PCP development
[6, 7, 9, 12–14], we include 4 species in our model:
Shroom (S), Rok (R), myosin (m) and Baz (B), and
deﬁne them on each of the cell edges. Actin is implicitly
represented by the cell edges and spokes, and actin
turnover is not modeled. Before intercalation starts,
Shroom is known to act together with Rho to produce
Rok polarity. We simplify this process by imposing the
experimentally recorded polarized Shroom distribution [14] on the edges as an upstream trigger for Rok
polarity. Thus, Rho-GTPases need not be explicitly
accounted for. Furthermore, since the polarized
Shroom distribution changes little during the intercalation process [14], we will keep a time-independent
S distribution among the edges throughout the whole
process, with a high, medium and low level assigned to
the AP edges, shoulders and DV edges, respectively.
This anisotropy is indicated graphically in ﬁgure 1(c).
The other 3 species will evolve dynamically downstream of Shroom. In the stage of vertex resolution, the
newly formed DV borders are known to accumulate
E-cadherin and Baz, which promote and stabilize AJs
on the DV edge. For simplicity, we do not explicitly
account for the role of these AJs on DV edge elongation.
Thus, E-cadherin need not be included in the model.
On each cell edge, we postulate the following
kinetic equations that govern the dynamics of myosin,
Rok, and Bazooka:

dm
dt

k1 R
dR
dt
dB
dt

k2 mB
qr

qb

(1)

k m,

k r e SR ,

(2)

kb RB .

(3)

In equation (1), the k1R term represents the promotion of myosin by Rok, and −k2mB reﬂects suppression
of myosin by Baz [12]. The parameter k− is the loaddependent dissociation rate of myosin [23, 26, 27]:

k

k3 e

(4)

k 4 fij ,

where fij is the tensile force on the edge between
vertices i and j (see Mechanical model for details), and
k3 and k4 are constants. The dependence of the myosin
off-rate on the mechanical tension is a well-known fact
[27, 28], and provides a positive feedback that
promotes junctional myosin accumulation [8, 29].
Myosin localization onto the AP borders will increase
the tension on it, which in turn enhances myosin
accumulation.
4

In equation (2), qr produces a steady source of Rok
on the border, and the term −kre−SR represents the
polarizing effect of Shroom on Rok [14]. Through this
inverse exponential term, Rok dissociation is suppressed where Shroom levels are high (on the AP border). The molecular pathway for Shroom activation of
Rok is unclear at present, and there are no biological
data to suggest a particular functional form. From a
mathematical standpoint, an alternative form that
directly promotes Rok by Shroom, such as +krSR,
could work as well. However, the form of equation (2)
is parsimonious; it balances the source term qr to produce an equilibrium state without requiring additional
terms. In equation (3), the constant qb gives a steady
source of Baz on the border and the term −kbRB quantiﬁes the effect of Rok inhibiting Baz [12].
Taken together, these three equations encode the
following effects documented in prior experiments:
• Polarity in Shroom produces polarity in Rok [14];
• Rok polarity in turn produces polarity in myosin [12];
• Rok inhibits Baz while Baz inhibits myosin [12].
As will be seen shortly, the inhibitions between
Rok and Baz and between Baz and myosin will localize
these proteins onto complementary edges and produce the desired PCP.
To reﬂect the periodic formation and dissolution
of medial myosin [15, 16, 24], we deﬁne myosin on the
spokes in the following form:
⎛t
Am sin2 ⎜
⎝T

mm

⎞
,
⎠

(5)

⎟

where the amplitude Am, period T and phase j will be
chosen based on the experimental data of FernandezGonzalez and Zallen [24]. Thus, the temporal variation
of medial myosin is prescribed, and does not participate in the kinetics of the other species.
2.2. Mechanical model
As is typical of vertex models [22, 23], the cell
deformation and rearrangement are realized through
the movement of the vertices. Each vertex is subject to
forces along the edges and spokes that meet at that
vertex, as well as a pressure arising from the cytosol
(ﬁgure 3). The force on an edge is the sum of a passive
elastic force and an active tension due to junctional
myosin:
fij

(l

ij

l0

)

(m

ij

)

me ,

(6)

where μ is a constant elastic modulus, lij is the length of
the edge, and l0 is the rest length, uniform for all edges.
β is the force per ‘unit myosin’, to be speciﬁed in the
next subsection. A positive fij indicates tension whereas
a negative value represents compression. As mentioned before, peripheral edges, i.e. those not shared
by two neighboring cells in ﬁgure 1, have a force that is
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half of the above because there is just one membrane
and associated cortex. Equation (6) implies that a
‘background’ myosin level m e exists without producing contraction force. Experiments by Blankenship
et al [6] have shown a more or less uniform level of
background myosin before cell intercalation begins
(ﬁgure 1 E and E′ therein). The form of equation (6)
explicitly manifests such a steady or equilibrium state.
Algebraically, of course, having m e is equivalent to
modifying the resting length l0 to account for the ‘prestrain’ due to myosin contraction in equilibrium. In
addition to the force fij on the edge, the medial myosin
exerts a tension on the vertex toward the centroid:
fm=βmm. Finally the pressure resists changes to the
cell volume (or area in our 2D model): p=α
(A0−A), where A0 is the prescribed area of the cell, A
is its current area, and the constant stiffness α is related
to the cell’s bulk modulus.
Each vertex undergoes inertialess motion determined by the driving forces described above and a viscous friction on the vertex:

dx i
dt

fij
j

xj

xi

xj

xi

fmi eci

pe ni ,

(7)

where η is an effective viscosity, eci is the unit vector
pointing from vertex i toward the centroid of the cell,
and eni is an outward ‘normal vector’ that bisects the
angle formed by the two edges meeting at vertex i
(ﬁgure 3). The centroid moves according to an
equation similar to equation (7), with the sum of
myosin forces fm on all the spokes on the right-hand
side. Equations (4) and (6) reﬂect the positive feedback
between the myosin level and mechanical force on cell
borders. Myosin enrichment on AP borders, together
with the medial myosin pulse (equation (5)), lead to
their contraction.
Following the AP contraction, the neighbor swap
is implemented as follows. Once the AP edge AA′
shrinks to a threshold length of 0.02l0, it is rotated by
90° to become a horizontal DV edge of length 0.02l0
(ﬁgures 1(b) and (c)). The new vertices A and A′ are
then reconnected to nearby vertices C, C′ and B, B′ to
form the shoulders. This circumvents the singularity
of having a zero length for AA′ in the model. On the
newly created DV edge, we put myosin, Rok and Baz to
zero initially, and assign a low Shroom level according
to the measured planar polarity [14].
The new DV edge elongates under two driving forces. First, the pulsating medial myosin in cell 4 and cell
2, anterior and posterior to the DV edge (ﬁgure 1(c)),
pulls on the vertices A and A′ (see cartoon in
ﬁgure 12(a)). Biologically, the medial myosin forces
may disassemble the AJs on the shoulders and reassemble them on the DV edge. Second, the junctional
myosin on the shoulders causes them to contract,
thereby stretching the DV edge. The accumulation of
myosin on the shoulders is dictated by the Shroom
polarity at the start of cell intercalation [14]. As the DV
edge grows, it develops a small but non-negligible
5

myosin and a passive elasticity, both of which tend to
resist the elongation of the edge.
Modeling the myosin and elastic forces on the nascent DV edge is subtle, and the two are somewhat related. Once the DV edge is fully grown, reaching length
l0, it should be treated the same way as all other edges,
with the force given by equation (6). Prior to that,
however, it is unclear what resting length to use for the
passive elasticity. Biologically, the passive elasticity
represents the AJs resisting elongation of the cell border. On the growing DV edge, new cell contact is being
created by E-cadherin, and new AJs are being stabilized by Bazooka [2, 6, 7]. Thus, modeling the passive
elasticity faithfully on the growing DV edge would
involve the dynamics of AJ creation and maturation,
and complicate the model considerably. Moreover,
equation (6) expresses the myosin force using the
‘excess myosin’ above the equilibrium level m e. As
mentioned above, this amounts to the myosin prestress effectively reducing the resting length to a smaller value [30]. Thus, the myosin contraction force is
implicitly related to the resting length, and equally difﬁcult to model. To avoid these complexities, we have
adopted the following scheme. The passive elastic
force is assumed zero until the DV edge reaches the
resting length, at which point the form μ(lij−l0)
comes into effect. Similarly the myosin contraction is
neglected until mij reaches m e on the DV edge, at
which point the force β(mij−m e) is activated. This
simple scheme ensures a continuous transition to the
full formula of equation (6) on the growing DV edge.
In summary, our model follows the geometric
setup of earlier vertex models [20–23]. Vertex motion
and cell deformation are determined by driving forces
due to junctional and medial myosin overcoming elastic resistance of the cell edges and viscous friction.
What sets this model apart from most prior models is
its integrating the polarization of chemical signals with
the mechanics of cell deformation and movement.
The polarization of proteins gives rise to the anisotropic contraction forces, and the forces and deformation modify the detachment rate of myosin in return,
as indicated by the following diagram:

The dynamics is highly dissipative and open, with
constant energy input into the system in the form of
myosin contraction and chemical sources. This contrasts the conservative Hamiltonian dynamics that
characterizes prior vertex models. Incorporating chemical and mechanical feedback reﬂects the biological
reality more faithfully [31, 32], and follows the integrative approach advocated by Fletcher et al in a recent
review [22].
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Table 1. Value of parameters used in the model. See supplementary
material for discussion of evaluating parameters from literature data.
Parameters
Geometric
parameters
Mechanical
parameters

Kinetic parameters

Values

Sources

l0

4 μm

[6, 15, 24]

A0
η

41.6 μm2
4.63 nN s μm−1

[24]
[20, 33]

μ
β
Am
T
j

0.031 nN μm−1
0.324 nN
1
147 s
π/4, 0, π/4, π/2 for
cell 1–4
0.05 nN μm−2
0.02 s−1
0.02 s−1
0.67 s−1
0.6 s−1
0.27 s−1
4.02 nN−1
0.05 s−1
0.05 s−1

α
qr
qb
k1
k2
k3
k4
kr
kb

[20, 33–35]
[8, 24]
[24]
[24]
[36, 37]

Figure 4. Temporal evolution of the length of the AP or DV
edge (solid line) and the shoulder length (dashed line).

[38]
[26, 27]
[26, 27]

2.3. Model parameters and numerics
The model parameters fall into three categories:
geometric, mechanical and kinetic. Table 1 tabulates
their ‘baseline values’, those used to produce most of
the results to be presented. Where available, table 1
also lists the literature sources from which the baseline
values are drawn. For some parameters, this process
requires further explanation, which is given in the
supplementary material available at stacks.iop.org/
PB/12/056011/mmedia. In particular, the proteins
are measured in a unit of 162 molecules; this
corresponds to the number of myosin motors averaged over cell edges of various lengths.
Mathematically, the model consists of 97 ordinary
differential equations for a total of 19 borders, 16 vertices and 4 centroids. The temporal evolution of the
four-cell assembly is investigated by solving the differential equations using a second-order Runge–Kutta
method. The time step has been varied to study temporal resolution, and Δt=0.01 s is shown to be sufﬁciently ﬁne. Since the T1 process takes tens of minutes
in reality [2, 6], the simulation typically lasts for some
105 steps.

3. Results and analysis
The protocol of the simulation is as follows. Initially
we impose a background Shroom level S=0.5 on all
edges, and let the system settle into a quasi-equilibrium, with a gentle oscillation due to the medial
myosin pulse. This corresponds to the early Stage 6
observations of Blankenship et al [6] (ﬁgure 1 therein)
before PCP initiates. At t=400 s, we raise Shroom to
S=1 on the vertical edges, and 0.625 on the
6

shoulders. Hence the PCP begins to develop. The AP
edge AA′ contracts in time until its length falls below
0.02l0. This is taken to mark the formation of the
vertex in the center of the four-cell assembly. The edge
AA′ is then rotated by 90° into a new DV edge. The
nascent DV edge initially bears zero myosin, Rok and
Baz, and has the background S=0.5 according to the
experimentally observed Shroom polarity. As the DV
edge proceeds to elongate, R, m and B develop subject
to the low S level, resulting in a polarized distribution
of the proteins among the edges of different
orientation.
Figure 4 gives an overview of the entire simulation
in terms of the evolving lengths of the AP (before T1
transition) or DV (after T1) edge and the shoulder.
The evolution of the shape and size of the four-cell
assembly is depicted in the supplementary movie SM.
The dynamics exhibits three stages: initial oscillation,
AP contraction and DV elongation, each to be discussed in turn.
3.1. Initial oscillation
The oscillation in ﬁgure 4, for t<400 s, reﬂects the
medial myosin pulse in each cell, and can be more
clearly appreciated from supplementary movie SM1.
This periodic forcing acts on an otherwise equilibrium
state in which the myosin prestress and edge elasticity
are in balance. It is worthwhile to specify this equilibrium quantitatively, as it pertains to the subsequent
dynamics of myosin accumulation and AP contraction.
Without the medial myosin pulse, an equilibrium state
will prevail in which Seq=0.5 on all the borders, and
myosin, Baz and Rok are all at steady uniform levels.
Besides, force balance at the vertices requires fij=0 on
all the edges. Setting the time derivatives to zero in
equations (1)–(3) yields these equilibrium values:
R eq
Beq

qb
kb R eq

qr
kr

(8)

e Seq ,
qb k r
e
qr k b

Seq ,

(9)
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Figure 5. Initial oscillation prior to onset of planar cell polarity. (a) The cell area (dashed line) and medial myosin (solid line) in cell 2.
(b) The areas of the four cells: cell 1 (solid line), cell 2 (dashed line), cell 3 (circles) and cell 4 (dash–dot line). The myosin pulses of cell 1
and 3 are in phase; they lead cell 2 by π/2 and trail cell 4 by π/2.

m eq

k1 R eq
k2 Beq

k3

(10)

.

In equation (10), the myosin off-rate k−=k3
under zero load (see equation (4)). From the kinetic
parameters speciﬁed in table 1, we have Req=0.659,
Beq=0.606 and meq=0.697.
Imposing the medial myosin of equation (5) on
this equilibrium state causes oscillations of the fourcell assembly. This is easily seen from the temporal
variation of the cell areas in ﬁgure 5, where the medial
myosin in cell 2 is also plotted for comparison. First,
ﬁgure 5(a) shows that the cell area oscillates roughly
anti-phase with the myosin pulse. This is illustrated for
cell 2 but is true of all cells. The peak in myosin precedes the valley in cell area by some 6 s, a delay in cell
contraction due to viscous friction and resistance of
the neighbors. Second, based on experimental evidence [24, 29], we have designed the myosin pulse to
be anti-phase between the two neighbors, cells 2 and 4
in ﬁgure 1. The areas of these two cells oscillate antiphase as well; the slight offset is related to the contraction of cells 1 and 3, whose phase is midway between
cells 2 and 4. The phase relationship is also clearly
demonstrated in the animation of SM1. Finally, given
the amplitude of medial myosin Am and cell stiffness α
used here, the cell area oscillates with an amplitude
around 8.3%, in approximate agreement with the
experimental data of Fernandez-Gonzalez and Zallen [24].
3.2. Polarization and AP contraction
At time t=400 s, the Shroom level is raised from
S=0.5 to 1 on all vertical edges, and to 0.625 on the
shoulders. The subsequent evolution of the chemical
signals, depicted in ﬁgure 6, exhibits increasing
anisotropy, with Rok and myosin up-regulated on the
AP edges, and Baz down-regulated on them. The rise
in myosin is thanks to both the accumulation of Rok
and the tension-mediated positive feedback
(equation (4)). On the shoulders, a similar trend is
7

evident but the magnitude is smaller. The ﬂuctuation
of junctional myosin (ﬁgure 6(c)) is because the
myosin detachment rate depends on the tension on
the edges, which is in turn inﬂuenced by the medial
myosin pulse. Note that the Rok development is
mathematically decoupled from those of the other
proteins, and can be solved analytically to yield an
exponential form that grows asymptotically toward a
steady level. The time scale for the development of
Rok, Baz and myosin is determined by the rate
constants, and is on the order of 5 min in ﬁgure 6, in
rough agreement with observations [12]. Although
there are no horizontal edges at this stage, the
anisotropy represents the developing PCP in our
simple four-cell assembly. After presenting results for
DV elongation, we will return to the magnitude of the
PCP by examining AP/DV ratios of the proteins.
Despite the positive feedback loop between myosin population and local tension [8], the AP-edge myosin does not grow without bound in a runaway
instability, but rises gently toward a moderate level in
ﬁgure 6(c). The supplementary material contains a
brief analysis of the linear stability of the equilibrium
state of equations (8)–(10). The dynamics of the system is dictated by the competition between the myosin-tension positive feedback and the inhibition of
myosin by Bazooka. For the current T1 simulation, the
parameter values ensure that the latter prohibits an
instability and produces moderate myosin levels comparable with experimental measurements.
This does not imply that the runaway instability is
necessarily absent in reality. In fact, rosettes require
aligning a larger number of cells along a common
edge, on which a stronger myosin contractile force
develops [8]. It is quite possible, as surmised by Fernandez-Gonzalez et al [8], for such myosin accumulation to happen exponentially via the positive feedback
described above. In reality, of course, exponential
growth does not go unchecked, and attenuating factors will arise to cap the growth to a high but ﬁnite
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Figure 6. Development of (a) Rok, (b) Baz and (c) myosin on the AP edge AA′ (solid line) and the shoulder AB (dash line). The polarity
in Shroom is imposed at t=400 s.

Figure 7. (a) Development of the forces on the AP edge (fAP, solid line) and the shoulder (fSH, dash line). (b) Variation of the AP length
(lAP, solid line) and the shoulder length (lSH, dash line). Snapshots of the four-cell assembly are shown as insets.

level. For one, AP cell boundaries contract into vertices within ﬁnite time, inherently limiting the amount
of myosin that they can accumulate.
Figure 7(a) shows the development of the forces
fAP on the AP edge AA′ and fSH on the shoulder AB,
each made of an active myosin force and a passive elastic force. Prior to the onset of Shroom anisotropy at
t=400 s, the forces are mostly negative (i.e. compressive) on both edges. This is because the undulating
medial myosin pulls on the vertices and compresses
the cell edges. Once the Shroom anisotropy is
imposed, Rok and myosin grow on the AP edges
(ﬁgures 6(a) and (c)), producing a steep increase in the
contractile force fAP. As a result, the AP edge contracts
persistently till t≈520 s (ﬁgure 7(b)). This elicits
stronger elastic resistance. So the rise in fAP slows and
eventually turns into an oscillation about a level mean.
The oscillation is due to the medial myosin pulse,
which causes not only the junctional myosin, but also
the AP length lAP to oscillate. The latter affects fAP
through passive elasticity. The AP contraction stage
ends at t≈822 s, when lAP reaches 0.02l0. In the process, the cell area contracts by roughly 10%. Movie
SM2 illustrates the AP contraction graphically.
8

In the above process, the shoulder force fSH mirrors fAP, albeit smaller in magnitude. This is mostly
because Shroom is lower on the shoulder than on the
AP edge, and so are Rok and myosin. Interestingly, the
shoulder length lSH lengthens as lAP contracts. Thanks
to the geometric connectivity of the edges, the AP contraction pulls on the shoulders and elongates them.
Experimentally, similar shoulder lengthening has been
observed during rosette formation. The lengthening of
the shoulder incurs an elastic tension, which helps
increase the myosin population on the shoulder. This
positive feedback has contributed to the rise of the
shoulder force fSH.
Certain aspects of the model prediction can be
compared with experimental results. First, the AP
contraction starts at t=400 s and ends at t=822 s.
The duration of AP contraction, 422 s≈7 min, agrees
approximately with experimental measurements. For
example, Blakenship et al [6] reported a range of
7.5±0.3 min, and Bertet et al [2] gave 10 min. However, we should note that this agreement is partly the
result of ‘ﬁtting’ the parameter μ. In examining the
mechanical parameters, we ﬁnd the contraction rate to
be very sensitive to the elastic modulus μ, but much
less so to the viscosity η. This suggests that the
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Figure 8. Evolution of (a) Rok, (b) Baz and (c) myosin on the nascent DV edge (solid line) and the shoulder (dash line) after the
neighbor swap.

contraction is governed mostly by the balance between
the myosin contraction and elastic resistance on the
AP edge, and that the contribution of the viscous force
may be relatively insigniﬁcant.
Second, the insets to ﬁgure 7(b) depict the evolving
shapes of the cells and the four-cell ‘tissue’ during AP
contraction. An animation can also be seen in movie
SM2. In the model simulation, the 7 vertical edges, 1 in
the center and 6 on the periphery, contract simultaneously. When the vertex forms at the center, the 4
cells have all assumed roughly diamond shapes, not
the pentagon and heptagon anticipated in the cartoon
of ﬁgure 1(c). As a whole, the four-cell assembly takes
on a diamond shape as well. In reality, such shapes do
occasionally appear at the moment of vertex formation; see ﬁgure 6 D′, E′ of Blankenship et al [6] (reproduced in ﬁgure 10 below) and ﬁgure 1(e) of Bertet et al
[2]. However, typically the cell and tissue shapes are
much less regular, since parallel vertical edges rarely
contract simultaneously or at similar rates.
Third, we can estimate the AP/shoulder force
ratio from ﬁgure 7(a). After an initial spike, the ratio
settles into a regular oscillation between 1.7 and 2.3.
Experimentally, Rauzi et al [20] measured the retraction velocity after laser ablation of the AP and shoulder
edges, and estimated that the ratio between the average
AP force and the average shoulder force is 2.26 (ﬁgure
6f′ therein), in close agreement with our model prediction. Disregarding the medial myosin forces, they
argued that this ratio implies a force balance between
the tension on the AP edge and the two shoulders. In
our model, the medial myosin plays signiﬁcant roles
(more on this in section 3.4 below). Not surprisingly,
the AP/shoulder force ratio is greater than the forcebalance argument of Rauzi et al [20] would suggest.
3.3. DV elongation
After the neighbor swap, the newly created DV edge
has initial values m=R=B=0, as well as S=0.5
according to the Shroom polarity [14]. Subsequently,
m, R and B develop in time to quasi-steady levels given
by equations (8)–(10) (ﬁgure 8). The rise of myosin, in
particular, beneﬁts from the positive feedback of
9

Table 2. Comparison of the planar cell polarity between model prediction and experiment.

Proteins

AP/DV ratio (model
prediction)

AP/DV ratio (experimental
data [14])

Rok
Bazooka
Myosin

1.65
0.607
2.74

1.5–1.9
0.48–0.5
1.6

equation (4). On the shoulders there are hardly any
changes in the protein levels. The relatively high level
of B and low levels of R and m on the DV edge are part
of the PCP.
The magnitude of the PCP can be quantiﬁed by the
AP/DV ratio of various proteins. Comparing the
quasi-steady m, R and B levels between ﬁgures 6 and 8,
we list the AP/DV ratios in table 2. For the oscillating
myosin, we use its mean value. The polarity in Rok
matches the experimental range well, thanks to the
Shroom polarity that is imposed. The Baz ratio is also
fairly close to measured values. But the myosin ratio is
over-predicted by some 70%. Part of this is because
Simões et al [14] included edges oriented within 75°–
90° of the AP axis in computing the average values for
the ‘vertical AP edges’, and 0°–15° for the DV axis. The
averaging has dulled the polarity somewhat. The
experimental data show Baz to manifest the strongest
anisotropy among the three proteins, with a DV/AP
ratio of about 2. In our model, myosin turns out to
have the strongest polarity. Given the simplicity of the
kinetic model and the uncertainties in the kinetic
parameters, perhaps the degree of quantitative agreement in the polarity is as much as we should expect.
Subject to this polarity, the tension and length of
the DV edge and the shoulder evolve in time (ﬁgure 9).
Note ﬁrst the high and slowly rising tension fSH on the
shoulder, as well as the increasing shoulder length lSH.
Elongation of the shoulder is due to the area-preserving effect of the pressure p (see equation (7)). Cells 2
and 4, posterior and anterior to the DV edge, have
essentially lost two edges in the T1 transition, changing from a hexagon to a quadrilateral. Thus, their
edges lengthen to preserve their area, which oscillates
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Figure 9. (a) Development of the forces on the nascent DV edge (fDV, solid line) and the shoulder (fSH, dashed line). (b) Variation of the
DV length (lDV, solid line) and the shoulder length (lSH, dashed line). Snapshots of the four-cell assembly are shown as insets.

at about 10% below the initial area A0. Elastic tension
and junctional myosin contraction cooperate to produce fSH on the shoulder, which drives the DV elongation. Another driving force comes from the medial
myosin in cells 2 and 4, which pulls the vertices A′ and
A apart. Medial myosin pulses are also responsible for
the oscillations in ﬁgure 9. A detailed analysis of the
roles of medial myosin will be given in the next
subsection.
Under these forces, the DV edge extends at a rate
that is determined by the viscous friction coefﬁcient η,
reaching the equilibrium edge length l0=4 μm at
t=934 s (ﬁgure 9(b)). Afterwards lDV increases further, eventually ﬂuctuating around a mean of about
5.07 μm. The initial rate of DV elongation, up to the
ﬁrst peak in lDV, is roughly 0.03 μm s−1 in ﬁgure 9(b).
This is about twice the experimentally measured value.
The shoulder length lSH increases slowly in time while
oscillating, reaching a mean of 5.78 μm at the end of
the simulation. Thus, both the DV and the shoulder
edges are under elastic tension. The process of DV
elongation is also shown graphically in Movie SM3.
To estimate the duration of DV elongation, we
note that it starts at t=822 s, reaches its ﬁrst peak
(lDV=4.86 μm) at 982 s, a higher second peak
(lDV=5.29 μm) at 1118 s, and a still higher third peak
(lDV=5.38 μm) at 1262 s. Afterwards the peaks
change little and the oscillation becomes nearly periodic around of a mean of about 5.07 μm. If we take the
third peak as the end of the elongation stage, it has
taken 440 s. This is in rough agreement with experimental observations: 6–7 min in Blankenship et al [6]
(ﬁgure 6 D′, D″, E′, E″), and around 10 min in Bertet
et al [2] (ﬁgures 1(e), (f)). While we have tuned the
elastic modulus μ to produce the correct duration of
AP contraction, no such tuning is done for the DV
elongation stage.
Further comparisons with experiments can be
made about the anisotropy in contractile forces in the
four-cell assembly. From the quasi-steady myosin
10

levels on the AP edge (ﬁgure 6(c)) and DV edge
(ﬁgure 8(c)), the peak myosin contractile force is
0.638 nN on the AP edge and 0.233 nN on the DV
edge. These are almost twice the measured forces of
Bambardekar et al [33]: 324 pN on AP edges and
127 pN on DV edges. The discrepancy is mainly
because the experimental data are averages over edge
orientations up to 45° from the AP and DV axes, and
probably also over edges of different lengths and thus
different degrees of contraction or elongation [33]. In
contrast, our values are the peak forces on the shortest
AP and longest DV edges. Rauzi et al [20] measured
the recoil velocity upon nano-dissection for a range of
edge length. The difference between the peak and average velocities is easily over a factor of 2. Besides, the
error bars on the data in [33] suggest peak AP and DV
forces of roughly 420 and 250 pN, respectively, which
are closer to the model predictions. The AP/DV force
ratio is about 2.74 in our model prediction. Experimentally, Bambardekar et al’s ratio is 2.55 [33],
while Fernandez-Gonzalez et al [8] measured an
AP/DV force ratio of 1.7. Thus, the model over-predicts the AP/DV force ratio somewhat. This is consistent with over-predicting the AP/DV ratio for
myosin in table 2.
We can also examine the magnitude of convergent-extension. Overall the germband elongates
along the AP axis and narrows along the DV axis [1].
For our four-cell tissue, we deﬁne its aspect ratio as the
end-to-end vertical dimension divided by the horizontal dimension. The change in aspect ratio can then
be compared with experiments (ﬁgure 10). The model
predicts an aspect ratio of 1.44 at the start, 1.12 at the
point of central vertex formation, and 0.79 at the end.
The overall change in tissue shape can be quantiﬁed by
deﬁning a convergent-extension ratio rCE as the aspect
ratio at the start divided by that at the end. Then our
model predicts rCE=1.82. Experimentally, the top
row of ﬁgure 10(b) show the aspect ratios as 1.94
(frame D), 1.50 (D′) and 1.12 (D″), with rCE=1.73.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the tissue shape during T1 transition. (a) Model prediction of the shape of the four-cell assembly at the start
of AP contraction (t=0), central vertex formation (7.0 min) and the end of DV extension (14.4 min). The coordinates are in μm. (b)
Two series of experimental snapshots showing T1 transition, adapted from ﬁgure 6 of Blankenship et al [6] with permission, © Elsevier
Inc. The circles mark two cells that correspond to our cell 1 and 3 in ﬁgure 1. The scale bar is 10 μm, and the numbers in each frame
indicate time in minutes since the start of the T1 process.

For the bottom row, the aspect ratios are 1.55 (E), 1.0
(E′) and 0.92 (E″), with rCE=1.68. Similar images
from Bertet et al [2] (ﬁgures 1(d)–(f)) give the three
aspect ratios as 1.46, 1.28 and 1.0, with rCE=1.46,
and Zallen and Blakenship [7] reported an average of
rCE=1.56. The experimental data show considerable
scatter. But nevertheless, the model appears to overpredict systematically the total amount of convergentextension rCE. This seems consistent with the overprediction of the myosin polarity (table 2) and the anisotropy in contractile forces. Besides, our four-cell
assembly is isolated from surrounding tissues, and this
artiﬁcial setup may have contributed to the large rCE.
In our model, the peripheral vertical edges contract
simultaneously with the central AP edge. In reality, AP
contraction is not synchronized among neighbors.
Thus, the lack of convergent-extension in the surrounding cells will hinder the intercalating cells and
depress their rCE.
3.4. Junctional myosin versus medial myosin
In the Introduction, we have motivated the present
study by the following questions:
11

• How does PCP lead to anisotropic forces on the
cells?
• How do these forces cause T1 transition, i.e., AP
contraction and DV elongation?
• Can T1 transition be predicted quantitatively using
reasonable parameter values?
• What are the roles of junctional and medial myosin
in the T1 process?
The ﬁrst three questions have been answered in the
preceding subsections, and now we turn to the last.
Let us start by analyzing the various forces that
govern AP contraction. For brevity, we will focus on
the forces acting on vertex A of ﬁgure 1(a) (see schematic in ﬁgure 11(a)), keeping in mind that a similar
set of forces are at work on vertex A′. These include the
AP edge force fAP, the shoulder force fSH on the edges
AB and AC, and the medial myosin force on the three
spokes that end in A. fAP=fmy+fel is made of the
junctional myosin force fmy=β(m−m e) and the
elastic force fel=μ(l−l0) on AA′. It turns out that AP
contraction is driven by the junctional myosin force
fmy overcoming several opposing forces: fel on the AP
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Figure 11. Force analysis of AP contraction. (a) Schematic showing the forces acting on node A. The three dashed lines indicate spokes,
and only the medial myosin force on the vertical spoke is shown by an arrow. (b) Evolution of the junctional myosin force fmy, elastic
force fel and their sum fAP on the AP edge AA′. The medial myosin force fm in cell 1 is also shown.

Figure 12. Force analysis of DV elongation. (a) Schematic showing the forces acting on node A′. The three dashed lines indicate
spokes, and only the medial myosin force on the horizontal spoke is shown by an arrow. (b) Evolution of the junctional myosin force
fmy, elastic force fel and their sum fSH on the shoulder A′B. The medial myosin force fm in cell 2 is also shown.

edge, the medial myosin force fm in cell 1, and the
shoulder force fSH on edges AB and AC. Figure 11(b)
shows that fmy dominates fel in magnitude, and is also
more than twice the mean value of the medial myosin
force fm. The shoulder force fSH, not shown in the plot,
is only about half the magnitude of fmy. The spokes to
the left and right of the AP edge initially contribute a
small force assisting AP contraction, but this effect
declines as the AP edge shrinks and these two spokes
become nearly horizontal. The dominance of the AP
junctional myosin bespeaks the positive feedback
between myosin and the tension that it generates [8].
Although the medial myosin force fm is much
smaller than the junctional myosin force fmy, its role is
nevertheless signiﬁcant. As the AP edge contracts, the
driving force is increasingly matched by the resisting
forces. Thus, even a relatively small resistance from
the medial myosin makes a great difference. This has
been veriﬁed by changing the intensity of the medial
myosin pulse of equation (5). Raising Am from the
baseline value of 1 to 1.2 slows down AP contraction so
12

that it lasts 575 s (compared with 422 s for Am=1).
Conversely, Am=0.8 hastens the AP contraction to
within 280 s. Removing medial myosin altogether
results in an AP contraction of only 192 s. Therefore,
while the junctional myosin drives AP contraction, the
medial myosin contributes a resistance that is especially signiﬁcant at the end.
A similar force analysis can be done for DV elongation by focusing on the end node A′ of the DV edge
AA′ (see schematics in ﬁgures 1(c) and 12(a)). DV
lengthening is driven by the shoulder tension fSH and
the medial myosin force fm in cell 2, against resistance
due to DV edge tension fDV and medial myosin forces
from cells 1 and 3. The driving forces are shown in
ﬁgure 12(b), with fSH and fm making similar contributions (∼0.15 nN). The DV tension fDV is much smaller
in magnitude (∼0.04 nN), and thus the resistance
comes mainly from the medial myosin in cells 1 and 3,
above and below the DV edge. As the DV edge lengthens, the orientation of the forces evolves such that fSH
becomes less efﬁcient at elongating the DV edge, while
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the medial myosin in cells 1 and 3 grows more potent
in resisting it. The force balance produces a DV length
that ﬂuctuates around 5.07 μm, shown in ﬁgure 9(b).
To summarize, in DV elongation, medial myosin plays
a more important role than junctional myosin. Medial
myosin from cells anterior and posterior to the DV
edge acts to lengthen it, while that from the cells dorsal
and ventral to it resists the lengthening. The junctional
myosin on the shoulders helps with the elongation at
the start, but its effect dies down later. The myosin on
the DV edge itself is small in magnitude and plays a
negligible role.
It is interesting to speculate on the biology behind
the competing roles of medial myosin from different
neighbors. Medial myosin in the cells anterior and
posterior to the DV edge may help disassemble AJs
along the shoulders, and then facilitate the forming of
new AJs along the growing DV edge as the cell membranes fuse between cell 1 and 3. Similar scenarios
have been documented for the assembly of new junctions between daughter cells after cell division [39] and
in cell–cell adhesion [19]. Meanwhile, medial myosin
in the cells above and below the DV edge may pull on
the new AJs and hinder their growth. Increasing the
medial myosin amplitude Am increases the speed of
DV elongation as well as the average lDV in the end.
Removing the medial myosin altogether slows down
DV elongation considerably, with lDV approaching
steady state only after some 1000 s. Thus, the pulling
medial myosin from cells 2 and 4 has an upper hand
over the resisting medial myosin from cells 1 and 3. In
reality, this predominance may be even stronger than
predicted here, as the medial myosin pulse is anisotropic with stronger contraction along the AP axis
than the DV axis [15, 24]. This feature is not included
in the current model.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we present a mathematical model for the
T1 process in cell intercalation during Drosophila GBE.
It involves simple chemical kinetics for several protein
species: Shroom, Rho-kinase, Bazooka and myosin-II,
as well as the mechanics of cell deformation and
movement. The overall goal is to predict key features
of experimental observations using a minimal set of
assumptions. More speciﬁcally, we have investigated
several fundamental questions on the PCP, its role in
generating anisotropic forces in the tissue, and the
subsequent neighbor-swapping intercalation. These
are answered, partially at least, by the main results of
the study, which can be summarized as follows:
(a) The model provides a coherent framework for
understanding cell intercalation, which comprises
three key components: (i) an anisotropic Shroom
distribution leads to spontaneous development of
PCP; (ii) this in turn produces an anisotropy in
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myosin contractile forces on the cell borders,
assisted by a positive feedback on myosin through a
tension-dependent detachment rate; (iii) the anisotropic forces drive cell deformation, movement
and intercalation, producing convergent extension. Each component is elucidated on the basis of
biochemical and mechanical principles.
(b) The model predictions agree well with experimental observations. The degree of AP/DV polarity,
the durations of AP contraction and DV elongation, and the magnitude of convergent extension
are captured with quantitative accuracy.
(c) By analyzing the roles of two distinct pools of
myosin—the junctional and the medial—the
model suggests that the former drives contraction
of the AP edges, but the latter is important to DV
edge elongation.
By including the biochemical development of
polarization, the current model has an advantage over
purely mechanical models that are typically concerned
only with how an elastic network deforms and relaxes
under prescribed contractile forces [20]. Now the tension anisotropy, a key input parameter in mechanical
models, can be predicted from the polarization of the
signal proteins. The predicted chemical polarity and
tension anisotropy can be compared with experimental data, and good agreement is found in both
cases. An additional novelty of the current model is the
inclusion of medial myosin. This allows its role to be
examined relative to that of the junctional myosin,
thus addressing one of the outstanding questions in
the literature.
Of necessity, the model contains several assumptions. Foremost among them is the use of a minimalist
four-cell ‘tissue’, which leaves out longer-range cell
interactions. In particular, we have consciously left out
the dynamics of rosette formation and resolution
[6, 7]. A logical extension is to model a more realistic
tissue of many cells such that boundary conditions
imposed at the tissue edge do not seriously affect cell
intercalation in the interior. In such a setup, one may
probe the mechanisms for rosette formation and resolution, using a prior mechanical model as guideline
[40]. The spatial heterogeneity and temporal stochasticity among the cells can be introduced through phase
differences in the medial myosin pulse that conform
statistically to measured anti-phase correlations, as
well as random delays in the onset of polarization and
AP contraction. Moreover, simulating a large number
of T1 and rosette processes may allow us to predict the
overall extension of the germband as a whole, as has
been done using a purely mechanical model [20].
One can identify at least three additional shortcomings of the model. (i) It does not seek to elucidate
the origin of PCP beyond an anisotropic localization
of Shroom [14]. This begs the question of whence the
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Shroom polarity comes. Recent evidence points to the
Toll receptors as essential for PCP [41], although their
downstream target is unclear. (ii) The model ignores
the localization of E-cadherin on the DV edge and the
stabilization of new AJs, which may be important in
reality [2]. (iii) The model has minimal account of spatial gradients, only through phase differences in the
medial myosin pulse among neighboring cells. Recent
work has suggested roles for medial myosin ﬂows in
cell intercalation [15, 16, 18]. This is not explored in
the model.
Shortcomings (i) and (ii) are difﬁcult to address, as
they reﬂect current lacunas in our biological knowledge. Thus, the modeling exercise of this paper has
suggested future experiments to explore several outstanding questions. For example, what initiates the
polarity of upstream signals? How do new AJs form
and stabilize as the DV edge grows? How does the pulling force due to medial myosin affect this process?
What is the state of forces on the DV edge due to myosin contraction and elasticity? The answers to the latter
questions will provide a biological mechanism for DV
elongation that is currently missing. Shortcoming (iii)
can be remedied by allowing spatial variations inside
each cell. This calls for a higher-resolution description
based on partial differential equations, with greater
mathematical complexity and computational cost. But
it will afford the opportunity to explore the origin and
consequences of the myosin ﬂow. Interesting questions include how interaction between medial myosin
and the cell periphery drives the myosin ﬂow, and how
medial myosin merges with junctional myosin [15, 18].
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A. Evaluation of model parameters
To the greatest extent possible, we have based the model parameters of Table 1 on experimental
literature. The following explains their evaluation.
Among the mechanical parameters, the period T and phase difference !! among
neighboring cells are taken from Ref. [24]. The amplitude of medial myosin pulse Am is chosen
to be on the same order of magnitude as the junctional myosin [8,24]. The parameter α
represents the stiffness of the cell, and is thus estimated based on its bulk modulus [36,37]. The
estimation of β and η is related. Bambardekar et al. [33] reported tension on AP edges during
cell intercalation, fAP = 0.324 nN. As such tension is expected to vary with edge length, with
shorter, more contracted edges being under greater tension [20], the reported fAP is taken to be an
average over the range of edge lengths. We define the amount of myosin producing such an
average tension to be 1 unit. This naturally determines the value of β = 0.324 nN per unit.
Furthermore, from the average recoil speed after laser ablation [20], vav = 0.07 µm/s, we estimate
the viscosity ! = !!" /!!" .
The number of myosin molecules contained in such a unit can be estimated in two
independent ways. First, each myosin motor generates about 2 pN of force [26,27]. Thus the
average fAP = 0.324 nN implies 162 myosin motors in the unit. Second, Uyeda et al. [34]
estimated the density of myosin on actin filaments. Their results fall in a wide range, with 40
motors per µm being a reasonable medium. Vinzenz et al. [35] showed that the typical actin
bundle encircling wounds in melanoma and fibroblast cells consists of about 10 actin filaments
of length ~ 1 µm. This length is consistent with our geometric setup. So we expect about 400
myosin motors in a unit, on the same order of magnitude as the first estimation. Hence, we take
162 molecules as the unit for myosin, as well as Shroom, Rok and Bazooka in the kinetic
equations. For brevity, this unit has been omitted when discussing the protein levels in the text.
The elastic modulus µ is difficult to evaluate because its physical origin cannot be clearly
delineated from cell components. Note that this is the elastic modulus of the cell edge, not the
overall cell modulus commonly measured by deforming the whole cell [36]. Despite its obscure
biological basis, cell edge elasticity is widely used in vertex models, as “line tension” or “cortical
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tension”, possibly thanks to the convenience that it offers in defining an equilibrium shape and
area to the cell [20,21], which in reality may depend on surrounding cells and longer-range
geometric and mechanical constraints. Thus, we have used µ as the only adjustable parameter
among the mechanical parameters. Its value is chosen such that the duration of AP contraction
matches experimental data. Implicitly, it represents additional resistance to cell contraction and
movement due to surrounding tissues that are absent from our model.
Of the kinetic parameters, only k1, k3 and k4 can be evaluated from experimental data. In
particular, k4 represents the sensitivity of the myosin detachment rate to the tensile force of a cell
edge. It is derived from the measured force-sensitivity for a single myosin motor [27]. The
source terms qr and qb and rate constants k2, kr and kb have been chosen to produce reasonable
time scales for PCP development and the degree of polarity.
B. Stability of the equilibrium state
As noted in the main text, we can define a steady equilibrium state by ignoring the medial
myosin pulse for the time being, and imposing Seq = 0.5 on all the borders. This state is
characterized by the Rok, Baz and myosin levels given in Eqs. (8–10).
Now we can examine the stability of the equilibrium state, as this sheds light on the
nature of the polarization that follows the imposition of Shroom anisotropy. As tension in the
actin filament suppresses myosin detachment (Eq. 4), Fernandez-Gonzalez et al. [8] suggested a
positive feedback mechanism to explain the accumulation of myosin on AP edges. A small
addition to the myosin population would elevate the tension, which in turn encourages more
myosin to stay attached, raising the tension even further. This could lead to a runaway instability
in the equilibrium state. Such a scenario is possible in our mathematical model, but did not
happen for the parameter values chosen here.
To see this, we linearize Eqs. (1–3) at the equilibrium, and compute the Jacobian matrix
of the system of ordinary differential equations:
!! !! !!!" − !! − !! !!"
! =!
0
0

!!
−!! ! !!!"
−!! !!"

−!! !!"
,
0
−!! !!"

whose eigenvalues are simply the three diagonal elements. For the parameters in Table 1, these
are all negative: ! = (−0.389, −0.0606, −0.0659). Thus the system is linearly stable near the
equilibrium state. Mathematically, the positive feedback is coded in the last term of Eq. (1), and
reflected by the first term in the diagonal element !! = !! !! !!!" − !! − !! !!" of the
Jacobian. For a larger ! or a larger !! , corresponding respectively to stronger myosin contraction
or heightened force-sensitivity of myosin detachment, the first term can become large enough to
overcome Bazooka’s effect in suppressing myosin (the -k2Beq term). Then !! !may turn positive,
and the system will become unstable, with exponential growth of myosin on AP edges. We
choose our parameters to stay in the stable regime so as to predict an AP/DV polarity that is
comparable with the typically modest anisotropy measured in PCP (cf. Table 2 in subsection
III.C of the main text). For example, the measured AP/DV myosin ratio is only 1.5 – 1.6 [14,15].
Therefore, a runaway instability in our model would appear unrealistic. Instead, we have opted
for the milder form of anisotropy, which develops in reaction to the imposed Shroom polarity.
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C. Interaction with surrounding tissue
A drastic simplification of the model is the omission of other cells surrounding the four-cell
assembly, essentially isolating the latter. In reality, the surrounding cells interact with those in
the assembly in the same way as those inside the assembly interact among themselves. As an
attempt to capture some of the effects of the surrounding tissue, we put the four-cell assembly at
the center of a rigid circle, and deployed a set of elastic springs that connect each outer node to
the outer boundary, in the spirit of the amnioserosa model of Solon et al. [21]. An example is
shown below in Fig. S1, with the external springs initially oriented toward the center of the
circle. They have the same elastic modulus µ as the internal edges, and are relaxed when the
four-cell assembly is undeformed at the start.
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Figure S1. An attempt to represent the surrounding tissue using elastic springs. The radius of the outer boundary is
3.125l0. All other parameters and conditions of this simulation are the same as in Fig. 4 of the main text.
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The external springs turn out to have only a modest effect; they mostly reduce the
anisotropy of the deformation. At the point of the T1 transition (time=679.22 s), the four-cell
assembly has contracted less along the vertical axis, down from 10.6% contraction without
springs to 3.5% contraction with spring. The DV edge eventually attains a shorter length slightly
below l0=4 µm, compared with 5.78 µm without springs. The overall convergent-extension ratio
of the 4-cell assembly is also smaller, down from 1.82 to 1.37, which is below all experimental
observations. In particular, there is no improvement of the cell shape at the end of the simulation.
Therefore, a passive elastic force on these connectors does not properly reproduce the effects of
the surrounding tissue, which is spatially polarized and temporally stochastic, as all surrounding
cells undergo similar, but randomized T1 and rosette processes as the unit in the middle.
However, if we try to mimic the active spatio-temporal characteristics of the interaction with the
surroundings, the model would essentially give us what we put in, and the whole exercise would
become circular. The interaction with the neighboring cells depends on how the latter execute T1
or rosette transformation. Such transformations are what the model aims to predict, and thus
should not be used as input to the model.
The ultimate solution is to compute a sufficiently large number of cells such that artificial
boundary conditions imposed at the edges would not contaminate the dynamics within. This is a
task envisioned for the near future. The present study strives to understand a simplified four-cell
assembly undergoing T1 transition. Next, one should include a moderate number of cells and
explore the dynamics of the rosettes, especially to answer these questions: What determines
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which form, T1 or rosette, appears, and why? Does rosette formation involve the same or distinct
pathways as in T1? Only then will we be ready to tackle a whole-tissue simulation.
D. Online movies
There are 4 online movies as described below:
SM.mov: the entire simulation comprising 3 stages: initial oscillation before onset of Shroom
polarity (t < 400 s), AP edge contraction (400 s < t < 822 s), and DV edge extension (822 s < t <
1622 s). The shading within each cell indicates the medial myosin pulse, darker for higher
medial myosin. The junctional myosin is indicated by the color spectrum.
SM1.mov: movie showing the stage of initial oscillation. The shading within each cell indicates
the medial myosin pulse, darker for higher medial myosin. The junctional myosin is indicated by
the color spectrum.
SM2.mov: movie showing the stage of AP edge contraction. The shading within each cell
indicates the medial myosin pulse, darker for higher medial myosin. The junctional myosin is
indicated by the color spectrum.
SM3.mov: movie showing the stage of DV edge extension. The shading within each cell
indicates the medial myosin pulse, darker for higher medial myosin. The junctional myosin is
indicated by the color spectrum.
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